BEN-HSF

PREMIUM INTEGRAL JOINT CONNECTION
Connecting Customers to Solutions

THE BRAND

PERFORMANCE

Built to withstand the most demanding operating conditions.

Galling tendency, sealing performance, and structural integrity.

Benoit Machine & Repair Works officially opened in 1943 with its first manual lathe. By the 1970s,
Benoit had established itself as the premier oilfield machine shop supplying product to the Gulf
of Mexico.

ISO 13679 /API RP 5C5 Recommended Practice (RP) defines industry accepted testing protocols
to determine the galling tendency, sealing performance, and structural integrity of threaded
casing and tubing connections. The RP addresses the primary loads to which casing and tubing
strings are subjected: fluid pressure (internal or external), axial force (tension or compression),
bending (buckling and wellbore deviation), and temperature variations. Testing of the BENHSF was performed at Stress Engineering Services using combined loading to prove out the
connection’s performance during simulated frac cycling and sealability testing. These stringent
test protocols were performed at both ambient and elevated temperature.

In 2012, a group of domestic and international investors recognized the value in expanding
Benoit. With the backing of Kanematsu USA, JFE Steel Corporation, and private investment the
assets and intellectual property of Benoit Machine became Benoit Premium Threading, LLC.
With more than 500,000 sq/ft. of manufacturing space, we design and develop a comprehensive
variety of products for exploration and production operations ranging from premium connections
to proprietary and specialized well equipment. All of our products are built to withstand the most
demanding operating conditions. More than 100 million feet of our premium threaded tubing,

CAL II SERIES B

tools and accessories are in downhole environments around the world.

MODIFIED TESTING

BEN-HSF

MAKE AND BREAKS
Numerous make-ups and break-outs of the connection were performed using worst-case
combinations of connection tolerances. This test ensures the connection will make-up easily to
the specified make-up torques without galling of the threads or seals.

Designed and tested to ensure performance.
Benoit is focused on expanding our core competency of designing and manufacturing tubular
premium connections for both onshore and off-shore applications, while providing our customer
base a value proposition that enhances the economics of their well design.

FRAC CYCLING
The test consisted of cycling two samples through 30 frac cycles each, with 15 cycles at ambient
temperature and 15 cycles at an elevated temperature of 356°F. Combined loads were applied
such that 80% and 95% of the connection VME envelope were reached. Frac pressures applied
were 80% and 104% of pipe body MIYP. Bending at 20 degrees per 100ft was also applied.

The BEN-HSF is custom designed to work inside existing oil and gas wells for the specific purpose
of refracing those wells for continued production. Special clearances were needed for both the
connections outside and inside diameters without sacrificing connection performance during
multiple high pressure fracing operations. Metal-metal seal performance was key in withstanding
frac pressure and maintaining production pressure. Our key customers expressed their concerns
regarding high well temperatures. Benoit designed and tested the BEN-HSF to ISO 13679/ API
5C5 both at ambient and elevated temperature to ensure performance.

SEALABILITY TESTING
The gas tight sealability testing consisted of cycling two samples through 241 load steps each
of different applied tension and compression loads plus internal pressures and bending. Tensile
and compressive loads of 84% pipe body were applied. Gas pressures applied were 90% and
100% of API calculated burst of the pipe body. Bending at 20 degrees per 100ft was also applied.
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